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Internal Force and Moment Transmission in a Cardan 
Joint With Manufacturing Tolerances1 

Elmer R. Wagner.2 In the past, numerous authors have 
discussed and analyzed the motion and force characteristics of 
Cardan joints as well as driveshaft systems incorporating such 
joints. These analyses, in general, have considered the Cardan 
joint as a theoretically perfect nonconstant velocity universal 
joint, whose input and output shaft rotational axes intersected 
at the joint center. Also, manufacturing tolerances or errors in 
the joint components or in the assembly procedure which can 
contribute to detrimental clearances or interferences were 
usually disregarded. 

The authors, Mssrs. Fischer and Freudenstein, have shown 
in their paper that manufacturing tolerances can and do have a 
significant effect on the forces which are induced in the Car
dan joint's four bearings along the axes of the intermediate 
member (cross trunnions or journals). They have shown that if 
the clearances along these axes are sufficient or optimum for a 
given joint design, any axial (radial) movements in the 
lengthwise direction of the cross-trunnions will not be imped
ed and not induce axial forces. If the clearances are too small, 
then axial forces will develop whenever the amplitude of 
sliding exceeds the available axial clearance. The magnitude of 
such forces will depend on the amount of interference present 
and on the elasticity in the joint members. A prime example of 
joint member elasticity would be the deflection of the yoke 
arms or ears. Depending on the specific interference 
characteristics present in a given joint, a one or a twice per 
shaft revolution oscillating force can be developed which will 
be reacted against the joint's supporting bearings on the input 
and output shafts. 

The results of the authors' investigative work can be applied 
to practical problems associated with power and/or motion 
transmitting driveshafts. In automotive passenger cars and 
trucks, Cardan joints have been commonly used in main 
drivelines (propeller shafts) and in steering shafts. The pro
peller shaft or driveshafts requires the control of symmetry, 
runout (true running) and friction moment (joint rocking or 
angulating torque). In the assembly of a Cardan joint for 
driveline applications, it is necessary to achieve the best possi
ble symmetry of the cross relative to the rotational axis of the 
joint yoke. 

Further, in order to provide true running for a high-speed 
driveshaft, the runout or out-of-roundness of the tubular 
shaft section must be minimized. The out-of-roundness of the 
tube relative to the shaft rotational axis creates an unbalance 
in the driveshaft which has to be compensated for by dynamic 
balancing. Such balancing can be accomplished only when the 
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runout error is small and the universal joints are preloaded. 
Ignoring possible distortion due to welding (weld or tube yoke 
not concentric with the tube centerline), the accuracy of the 
assembly operation affects true running of the completed 
driveshaft. 

Another requirement for high-speed driveshafts is a con
trolled friction moment of the universal joints. The friction 
moment is that moment (rocking or angularing torque) re
quired to rotate, rock or angulate one joint yoke relative to the 
cross. The friction moment of the joint serves as a useful in
dicator of its assembly fit-up characteristics. High-speed 
driveshafts require a radial preload (no radial end clearance) 
of the Cardan joint cross trunnions relative to the inside bot
toms of the joint bearings. This preload condition is an impor
tant factor necessary for achieving a problem-free dynamic 
balancing of the driveshaft. Zero radial end clearance and 
preload thus entails a friction moment or rocking torque in the 
joint, and, in order to avoid temperature, and wear problems 
this moment must not be too high. Too low a friction moment 
or none at all signals the presence of radial clearance between 
the cross trunnion thrust ends and the bearing cup bottoms. 

The stiffness of the joint yokes is a major factor which af
fects the magnitude of the friction moment and it can vary 
with the different yoke designs available in a given joint size. 
In high-speed applications, the yoke ears of typical Cardan 
joints will deflect radially outward due to centrifugal force ef
fects acting on the ears and attached bearing cups. Hence, in 
such applications the joints must be assembled with an op
timum preload condition, which eliminates or minimizes the 
undesirable end clearances that result when the yoke ears are 
deflected radially outward. 

It is well known that the Cardan joint's non-CV 
characteristics produce oscillating torsional, inertia and secon
dary bending (rocking) couple excitations, which have a 
vibrating frequency on the supporting structures of two times 
the shaft rotational speed. Relative to a connecting shaft, the 
secondary couple effect is a one per revolution excitation. This 
couple effect is, for example, also evident in a driveshaft 
where the joint assemblies have excessive radial end clearance 
in the bearings resulting from manufacturing and/or assembly 
tolerances or errors, as well as from wear. The Cardan joint 
yokes are forced back and forth endwise on the cross trun
nions by the couple force at driveshaft speed. This endwise 
cross trunnion "play" or movement produces a twice per 
revolution "slapping" noise which increases with increasing 
joint angle and torque and, hence magnifies the secondary 
couple excitation. In addition, these clearances result in un
balance which cannot be corrected. As speed increases, the un
balance forces become more severe and difficult to control. 

Cardan joints also may have "tight" fitting bearings which 
exhibit a relatively high and sometimes uneven or nonuniform 
torsional load characteristic due to extremely close or in
terference fits in the diametral or circumferential fit-up direc
tions of the bearing elements. Joints with such "tight" fitting 
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bearings produce a one cycle per revolution vibration in the 
rotating dnveshaft. This disturbance can also appear like an 
unbalance which cannot be corrected by balancing. Relative to 
supporting structures, "tight" bearings produce a twice per 
revolution disturbance like a secondary couple excitation. 

Manufacturing tolerance or errors can also produce a twice 
per revolution axial or longitudinal oscillatory stroking move
ment of a two Cardan joint driveshaft used in a typical rear 
wheel drive passenger car. Generally, a slip yoke with sliding 
spline connects the driveshaft's front joint to the transmission 
output shfaft, while a flange or end yoke fixedly attaches the 
driveshaft's rear joint to the differential pinion shaft. 

For illustrative purposes it will be assumed that an offset 
(excessive manufacturing tolerances or errors) exists axially 
between each pair of opposing trunnions on the cross at each 
joint. Also, it will be assumed that the bearing cross holes at 
the front slip yoke and the rear flange yoke are not machined 
on the rotational center lines of these yokes. Then it can be 
visualized that as the driveshaft turns, a twice per revolution 
axial oscillatory stroking motion is produced in the 
driveshaft's longitudinal direction when the joints are 
operating at an angle. 

When the driveshaft is rotating with a light or zero torque 
load, the stroking movements will occur at the front slip 
splined connection with negligible noise or vibratory effects. 
However, when operating at higher torque loads such as those 
that occur during a typical acceleration mode, the front slip 
spline connection will tend to "stick" or "lock." Since a 
change in length must occur due to the previously described 
dimensional tolerances or errors in the joints, the driveline's 
transmission and differential bearing supports are subjected to 
oscillatory reaction forces which can induce undesirable 
disturbance. During the accelerating mode, the momentarily 
locked spline connection will "break loose" upon the applica
tion of sufficient torque causing an objectionable "grunt" 
type of noise. Obviously, an improvement in the precision of 
component manufacturing and driveshaft assembly can lead 
to a reduction or elimination of this axial stroking and 
disturbance. 

The requirements for Cardan joint steering shaft differ 
from vehicle driveshaft applications because of their relatively 
slow rotational speed and low torque operating conditions. 
Universal jointed steering shafts have found considerable 
usage in front wheel drive vehicles, in particular. When the 
engine and transaxle are mounted in the common transverse 
configuration, the steering shaft must follow a "zig-zag" 
route from the steering column to the steering gear in order to 
clear various powertrain and chassis components. In such 
vehicles, the steering joint angles can be as high as 35 to 40 
deg. 

For steering shafts, the control of friction moment in the 
Cardan joints is very important, while symmetry and runout 
requirements are less stringent. The friction moment is the 
most significant characteristic influenced by the manufactur
ing and assembly process. Too high a friction moment affects 
the returnability of the steering gear to the straight ahead posi
tion, while too low a frictional moment indicates radial end 
clearances and also rotational lash. 

In view of the requirements of these practical applications, 
it can be seen that the control of manufacturing tolerances in 
Cardan joints are very important. Mssrs. Fischer and 
Freudenstein have shown by an analytical investigation of 
joints with manufacturing tolerances, that optimum 
tolerances can be selected in the design stage which will result 
in Cardan joints with improved functional characteristics. 

Authors' Closure 

The authors are grateful to Mr. Elmer R. Wagner for his 
discussion of our paper. The discusser, whom we consider the 
leading expert on universal joints, has given a clear, concise 
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and authoritative account of the effects of tolerances, 
clearances, elasticity and operating speed on universal joint 
performance in automotive propeller shafts and steering 
shafts. It is evident from the discusser's comments that an 
understanding of the effect of manufacturing tolerances on 
universal joint performance is highly significant and complex. 
We like to think that we have made a beginning in the un
derstanding of these effects for a statically loaded universal 
joint. Much further work remains with regard to dynamic 
effects (including elasticity, inertia forces, etc.) on 
representative joint designs. 

At the same time it seems clear that with the aid of com
puter-aided design analysis and modern mechanisms analysis, 
it has become possible to begin to develop the tools for 
predicting and optimizing universal joint performance in the 
design stage. We were also pleased to find this philosophy 
expressed in a recent SAE paper.3 

The authors appreciate the time taken by the discusser for 
the preparation of his valuable comments. 

Kinematic Analysis of Robotic Bevel Gear 
Trains1 

K. C. Gupta.2 The authors are to be congratulated for 
presenting a comprehensive theoretical framework for the 
geared three-roll-wrists. This ingenious design leads to a very 
compact wrist and it is being used by many robot 
manufacturers. In addition to being timely, the analysis 
presented by the authors represents a significant contribution 
to the literature on the gear trains. In what follows, this 
discusser offers an alternate derivation of the equations (13) 
and (14), and a new observation that there are two nontrivial 
sets of actuation variables dlt d2, 03 which yield the same hand 
(body 7) orientation. 

Because the angles 6n and 083 are "relative" angles, Table 
6 can be constructed for the angle changes. If the angles have 
zero values in the initial or zero position shown in Fig. 1, then 
the current values of angle changes, as indicated in the 
summation row of Table 6, are also the current angle values. 
In view of the summation row in Table 6, the following 
relations among the actuation variables dx, 62, 03 and the 
motion variables 03 (precession), 083 (nutation) and 078 (spin) 
corresponding to the degrees of freedom of the hand (body 7) 
can be written (note that t = Nx /N6 =N2/N5). 

Table 6 
Motion 
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